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Two new chargers, a brushless motor for quadcopter, a WiFi interface for battery chargers and ESC to
operate the devices via smartphones are just some of the new introduced products of SKYRC in
December.

  B6AC+ v2 50W/6A Balance Charger/Discharger (SK100009-15)

  

SKYRC B6AC+ V2 is the upgraded version for well-known IMAX B6AC+ V1. Compared with B6AC+
V1, it is more accurate and stable and also has some new features and functions. Users could set the
terminal voltage by themselves and connect it to PC for PC control and firmware upgrade. What's more,
users could also use it as Lithium Battery Meter and Battery Internal Resistance Meter. There are
Automatic Charging Current Limit, Capacity Limit, Temperature Threshold and Processing Time Limit
which makes the charger safer than V1.

 

... read more | more Info

  

   

  B6 mini 60W/6A Balance Charger/Discharger (SK100084)
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SKYRC B6 mini is the small and upgraded version for well-known IMAX B6. Compared with B6, it is has
new features and functions with its super compact size. Smaller size, bigger power. Compared with B6, the
power and charge current are 20% up. Users could connect B6 mini to PC for PC control and firmware
upgrade. What's more, users could also use it as Lithium Battery Meter and Battery Internal Resistance
Meter.
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  WIFI Modul für Ladegerät (SK600075)

  

SkyRC Wi-Fi module is a device connected to the speed controller or charger so that you can modify
setting of your speed controller or operate your charger via smart phone or computer.
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  Toro Beast 200A Electronic Speed Controller (SK300047)
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The Power Speedo for all largescale cars in 1/5 & 1/6 scale. Up to 200A and 8S Lipo make this speedo
massive.
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  X2830 Quadcopter Brushless Motor (SK400014)

  

SkyRC X2830 Brushless motor set is an ideal choice for upgrading 400-500 multi-rotor copters in the
market. Compared with the original versions, SkyRC upgraded the motor set from materials, construction,
appearance, performance and craft. With more power and higher efficiency, obviously you will get better
flying experience.
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  LED Pit Light (SK600074)

  

Control LED Light with a wave of your hand

Built in motion sensor, Intuitive gestures can adjust the brightness of LED and turn it on or off. 
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